Based on model calculations we predict electric-field control of the spin transfer torque (STT) in magnetic tunnel junctions with ferroelectric barriers. We demonstrate that the bias dependence of the in-plane, T , and out-of-plane, T ⊥ , components of the STT can be dramatically modified by the ferroelectric polarization. In particular, the magnitude of the STT can be enhanced or suppressed by switching the polarization direction and in some cases the sign of STT can be toggled. The underlying mechanism is the combination of polarization-induced symmetry breaking and the interplay of the bias-induced and polarization-induced spin-dependent screening giving rise to a rich behavior of the electrostatic potential energy profile. These properties could lead to enhanced switching efficiency in STT-based devices and open a new avenue for applications of multiferroic devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information storage has experienced a tremendous growth owning to advancements in the field of spintronics 1 . In particular, magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs), consisting of two ferromagnetic metal layers separated by a thin insulating barrier layer, are the leading devices for field sensing, non-volatile magnetic random access memories (MRAMs), and spin logic applications [2] [3] [4] . Switching of the magnetization of one of the layers with respect to the other causes a large change in resistance, known as tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) 5 . The switching is achieved either via an external magnetic field or a spin-polarized current which induces spin transfer torque (STT). The STT involves the transfer of spin angular momentum between the noncollinear magnetizations of the ferromagnetic layers 6, 7 . Both methods require high electric currents and hence have high power consumption 8 . Magnetization control using electric fields is considered desirable because of its expected ultra-low power consumption.
A promising way to apply large and switchable electric field in tunnel junctions is by using ferroelectric materials as barriers. Simple insulating barriers (e.g. MgO) used in MTJs play only a passive role in the spin-polarized transport. Fairly recently the persistence of ferroelectricity down to nanometer-thick films was confirmed theoretically 9,10 and experimentally 11, 12 . Moreover, the ferroelectric polarization can be stabilized and enhanced via lateral strain and/or interface engineering [13] [14] [15] . These developments have opened new possibilities to use ferroelectric materials as active barriers in ferroelectric and multiferroic tunnel junctions (FTJs and MFTJs) 16, 17 . The ferroelectric degree of freedom has an immediate effect on the junction resistance. Model predictions [18] [19] [20] [21] and ab initio calculations 22, 23 of FTJs and MFTJs show that the reversal of the electric polarization of the ferroelectric barrier can produce a sizable change in the resistance, the so-called tunnelling electroresistance (TER). The effect occurs at zero bias provided that the junction is asymmetric, e.g. consists of two different electrodes or interface terminations 18 . The TER associated with ferroelectric polarization switching has been observed experimentally in BaTiO 3 -and PbTiO 3 -based FTJs in which either La 2/3 Sr 1/3 MnO 3 or SrRuO 3 is used as one of the electrodes while the other side of the ferroelectric thin film is in contact with the tip of an atomic force microscope [24] [25] [26] . The predicted simultaneous TMR and TER effects 23 have also been demonstrated experimentally in La 2/3 Sr 1/3 MnO 3 /BaTiO 3 /Fe (or Co) MFTJs [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Although the majority of the work deals with low bias, the existence of TER at finite bias has been predicted based on calculations using a semiclassical approximation 19 and first-principles 35 in FTJs, and model tight-binding calculations in MFTJs 36 .
In addition to influencing the charge current, the ferroelectric polarization is expected to have an effect on the spin current and STT. Since STT is currently the most promising method for magnetization switching in MRAMs, the bias behavior of STT in MTJs with passive barriers has been the subject of intensive research both experimentally [37] [38] [39] and theoretically [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . However, exploiting the ferroelectric polarization switching to control the STT components in non-collinear MFTJs has not been investigated. Additionally, the literature of electricfield assisted magnetization switching is mostly focused on the effect of the electric field or, in this case, the ferroelectric polarization on the interface magnetization 47, 48 or magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA) [49] [50] [51] . The softening of the MCA has been shown to reduce the critical current for the switching of the magnetization via STT 52 . The voltage-driven magnetization switching in MFTJs involves the complementary effects of MCA and ferroelectric polarization on the STT, of which the latter lacks understanding.
In this work, we employ the non-equilibrium Green's function transport formalism within the single-band tight-binding model to investigate the effect of electric polarization reversal on the bias behavior of both STT components, parallel (spin-transfer), T , and perpendicular (field-like), T ⊥ , to the plane of the magnetizations. Using the Fe/BaTiO 3 /Fe MFTJ as a prototype system, we predict a large change of the bias dependence of T and T ⊥ by switching the ferroelectric polarization including a polarization-assisted reversal of both STT components. These results enables new possibilities to control and/or switch the STT via nanosecond electric pulses in MFTJs.
II. METHODOLOGY
The MFTJ, shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) , consists of semi-infinite left (L) and right (R) ferromagnetic electrodes, where the magnetization of the left lead, M L , is at an angle θ relative to that of the right lead, M R . The electrodes are separated by a ferroelectric barrier of thickness d with polarization P along the direction of the current. In order to include screening effects, in addition to the ferroelectric layers the central (C) scattering region includes part of the left and right ferromagnetic electrodes, indicated by the shaded regions in Fig. 1(a) .
A. Electrostatic potential energy profile
In order to determine the charge distribution and the potential energy profile in the MFTJ in the presence of polarization and applied bias we have generalized the spin-dependent screening model of Zhuravlev et al. 18, 20, 21 to finite bias. If we take the polarization to point to the left, it introduces bound charges ±σ P = ±P at the left/right interface. These bound charges are screened by mobile carriers in the electrodes ∓σ s . We assume Thomas-Fermi screening in the left/right electrodes with screening length λ L/R . Far from the barrier, the potential of the left/right electrodes is assumed constant µ L/R such as V = µ R − µ L is the applied bias. We also assume that there are no charges in the barrier. Based on these assumptions the potential profile in the junction is
where the parameter σ s is the total screening charge in the electrode and α is the constant electric field in the barrier. The screening length is a property of the electrode material and is given by
where J is the Stoner exchange parameter for the ferromagnet, ρ σ is the spin-resolved density of states at the Fermi energy, and ρ = ρ ↑ + ρ ↓ is the total density of states. Differentiating Eq. (1) we obtain the corresponding electric field profile
The parameters σ s , α and β can be determined from the boundary conditions at the interface. The potential at the interface is continuous, however, the electric displacement has a discontinuity at the interface equal to the bound charge
where ε F is the dielectric permittivity of the ferroelectric barrier and respectively ε ′ F = ε F /ε 0 is the relative dielectric constant. These equations can be solved to obtain an expression for the total screening charge
and the electric field in the barrier
The third parameter β = φ 0− is simply the potential at the left interface. We notice that the induced screening charge has two components: a polarization-induced and a bias-induced component. At zero bias we recover the expression of Zhuravlev et al.
while at finite bias, even without polarization, charge accumulates at the interface in response to the bias
where E ext = V /d is the applied electric field. It is instructive to consider the limiting case of a macroscopic junction (d ≫ λ). Without polarization the bias-induced charge at the interface is exactly as in a parallel plate capacitor σ s V = ε F E ext . Correspondingly the potential everywhere in the electrodes is constant φ L/R = µ L/R and the electric field in the barrier is just the external field α = E ext . However, if the junction size is comparable to the screening length, which is the case in tunnel junctions, the incomplete screening cannot be ignored. It leads to a finite region of non-uniform charge distribution close to the interfaces, finite electric field in that region, and significant reduction of the electric field in the barrier.
B. Tight-binding model
To model the electronic structure we use a single-band tight-binding model on a simple cubic lattice 41 . The electrostatic potential energy is included in the spinpolarized Hamiltonian for the junction
where the Hamiltonians of the left and right electrode and the central region have the form The onsite energies in the electrodes are spindependent and include the electrostatic potential energy
where X = L, R and the electrostatic potential φ X is given by Eq. (1). The potential decays exponentially and after few atomic layers away from the interfaces the onsite energies become equal to the bulk values 41 . However, near the interfaces they differ, significantly affecting the transport properties. The Fe majority-and minorityspin-dependent on-site energies are chosen ǫ ↑ = 2.6 eV and ǫ ↓ = 4.6 eV, respectively. These values describe correctly the position and the exchange splitting of the ∆ 1 band in Fe. For the purpose of this work, Fe is chosen as the prototype electrode because the model parameters have been tested and successfully used in the context of STT in Fe/MgO MTJs 41,45 and the results agree well with experimental data 38 , and first-principles calculations 46 . However, the results do not depend on intricate details of the Fe band structure and can be considered to be generally valid for partially spin-polarized ferromagnets, such as Co or SrRuO 3 .
The onsite energies in the central region are taken to be spin-independent and include the linear potential in the barrier region ǫ B (y) = ǫ B + β + αy.
In the limit of zero screening length these onsite energies become equal to those in Ref. 41 . The spin-independent onsite energy of the BaTiO 3 barrier is chosen to be ǫ B = 7.0 eV, placing the conduction band minimum about 2.0 eV above the Fermi energy (E F = 0), consistent with E F lying near the middle of the band gap in BaTiO 3 . The nearest-neighbor hopping matrix element is taken to be t = −0.83 eV in all regions. The barrier thickness is d ∼ 1.0 nm, which is close to the critical thickness of BaTiO 3 23 . We have used for the relative dielectric constant, ε ′ F = 90, and polarization, P = 30 µC/cm 2 , which are representative for bulk BaTiO 3 . Even though we use BaTiO 3 as a prototypical ferroelectric, the results do not depend on any particular details of the band structure and can be considered general.
The resulting overall spin-dependent energy profile across the MFTJ is shown schematically in Fig. 1(d,e) for V < 0 and two polarization directions. The bias-induced screening charge is always opposed to the applied field and hence it almost negates the electric field in the barrier. Thus, the slope of the barrier potential energy is essentially determined by the polarization. Furthermore, note that the bottom of the minority conduction band is close to the bias window, thus rendering the minority current more susceptible to changes in bias and polarization.
C. Spin transport
The net spin-transfer (field-like), T (⊥) , component of the spin torque per unit interfacial area on the right ferromagnetic lead can be expressed as the x(y)-component of the spin-current density at the right ferroelectric/ferromagnetic interface 40, 41, 45 (14) whereĜ < is the 2 × 2 matrix in spin space, σ x(y) is the x(y)-component of the Pauli matrix vector, and the trace is over the spin indices. The subscripts b and β refer to the last layer of the barrier and the first layer of the right ferromagnetic electrode, respectively. The integration is performed over the transverse component of the wave vector k in the surface Brillouin zone and over the energy E.
It has been demonstrated that the parallel component of STT can be conveniently expressed in terms of observable collinear quantities [40] [41] [42] 45 , provided that the barrier is thick enough so no multiple scattering takes place, namely
Here, I 
III. RESULTS
In Figure 2 we show the bias dependence of T for θ = π/2. The paraelectric case without screening exhibits a monotonic bias behavior at very low bias which becomes nonlinear at higher bias and changes sign at a larger positive bias. The inclusion of the screening effects renders the bias behavior more linear and decreases the torkance, dT /dV . Thus, T no longer changes sign at positive bias. Introducing the polarization changes dramatically both the magnitude and the sign of T . For positive polarization and throughout most of the bias range the magnitude of T is enhanced by a factor of ∼ 2.5 compared to the paraelectric case. However, at large negative bias we find an order of magnitude enhancement.
More importantly, at negative bias the polarization reversal induces a sign reversal of T . A similar reversal is observed for positive bias except that the value of T for negative polarization is close to zero. The effect of polarization on the bias behavior of T is similar to that in asymmetric MTJs where the interface has been modified with layers of different material 43, 45 . In this case the ferroelectric polarization breaks the inversion symmetry by introducing the polarization charge at the interfaces. The amount of screening charge is proportional to the magnitude of the polarization [Eq. (3)]. Therefore, a larger polarization leads to a sign reversal of T for positive bias as well. Thus, toggling the direction of ferroelectric polarization via external voltage pulses can toggle the direction of T . We can use the relationship between T and the spin current in Eq. (15) to elucidate the origin of the effect. In Fig. 3(a,b) we show the bias dependence of the spin-current densities, I Finally, the bias dependence of T ⊥ for θ = π/2 is shown in Fig. 4 . Unlike T , T ⊥ is finite at zero-bias and corresponds to the equilibrium interlayer exchange coupling between the ferromagnetic layers 42, 43, 45 . Since T ⊥ (0) is the same for all cases it is more informative to consider the bias-induced,T ⊥ = T ⊥ − T ⊥ (0), contribution. The positive (negative) polarization greatly enhances (suppresses)T ⊥ compared to its value in the paraelectric case. For small bias the enhancement ofT ⊥ can be an order of magnitude.
In the absence of polarizationT ⊥ varies quadratically with bias, but it changes from a concave function of bias in the absence of screening to a convex function with screening. The polarization-induced inversion-symmetry breaking introduces a linear component toT ⊥ , analogous to that in MTJs with asymmetric interfaces 42, 43, 45 , and shifts the minimum of T ⊥ to finite bias rendering the low-bias behavior of T ⊥ monotonic. This in turn gives rise to the sign reversal of the bias-inducedT ⊥ and hence a polarization-induced switching ofT ⊥ . Toggling of the sign of T ⊥ occurs above a critical value of bias necessary to overcome the interlayer exchange coupling. Below that value the magnitude of T ⊥ can be toggled between a high and low value by switching the ferroelectric polarization. This effect is also proportional to the size of the polarization. With increasing polarization |T ⊥ (P, V ) − T ⊥ (−P, V )| increases and the sign reversal occurs at smaller bias, thus increasing the efficiency of switching. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we predict electric-field control of the bias behavior of both the out-of-plane and in-plane components of the STT via the polarization of the ferroelectric barrier in MFTJs. Our results demonstrate that by controlling the bias voltage and magnitude and direction of the ferroelectric polarization, the magnitude of STT can be varied in a wide range and its sign can be reversed. This bias-and polarization-tunability of the STT could be exploited to increase magnetization switching efficiency and hence decrease the charge current necessary for switching and improve the energy efficiency. Moreover, the additional degrees of freedom could lead to new switching mechanisms and device paradigms.
